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Abstract

This paper presents the use of a new 2D dynamic programming approach for handwritten character recognition. The theoret-
ical natural extension of the well-known 1D dynamic programming algorithm has been presented recently within an hidden
Markov random field modeling framework. This principle has been adapted to a handwritten character recognition task and
the performances are analyzed on the MNIST database for which spectral local features are extracted. Preliminary results
exhibit an error rate similar to the ones reported in the literature.

1. Introduction

Dynamic Programming (DP) techniques have been extensively and successfully applied to solve a great variety of problems in
one-dimension [20, 24]. In the field of speech recognition, most of the systems are based on hidden Markov models (HMM)
and the Viterbi algorithm which is a direct application of DP [15, 24]. Several attempts were carried out to apply this principle
to bi-dimensional tasks as those typically encountered in image processing. However, none of them can be considered as a
true 2D approach [19, 23, 29]. Very recently, the direct extension of DP to the multi-dimensional case was presented [11, 10]
and it is expected to be able to solve a large range of open issues in the field of image processing.

In this paper, the target application is handwritten character recognition. In this area, Markov chains are commonly used to
solve cursive script recognition tasks [1, 5]. In addition, several attempts to use hidden Markov random fields for handwriting
recognition have been made [12], specially for Chinese characters [27]. The models used are pseudo-2D Markov models
or planar HMM, or causal MRF. Pseudo-2D Markov models are a combination of two Markov chains (one for each spatial
direction) [12, 22]. In causal Markov random fields, the local dependency allows a 1D scanning of the image [21, 27]. A
Markov random field model with a truly four-nearest-neighbor system was developed by Xiong and al. [28] and applied to
handwritten Chinese character recognition with a traditional ICM algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. The general principle of the multi-dimensional dynamic programming will be first
explained as developed in [11, 10]. Then, we detail how to combine such an approach within a hidden Markov random field
modeling framework. Our application of 2D DP to a handwriting recognition task recognition is then given together with the
implementation issues and a description of the database we used. The results obtained and a conclusion follow.

2. Principle of the Multi-Dimensional Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming is based on Bellman’s optimality principle: if a path between A and B is optimal and if C belongs to
this path, then paths between A and C and C and B are also both optimal.

Therefore, instead of exploring all possible paths (��� paths of length � if there are � different values), for each C, the two
sub-paths are explored (Figure 1). This process is iterated � times so that the exploring space is now in ����� .
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Figure 1: Dynamic Programming: optimal path and sub-paths

This principle has always been considered within a 1D framework. However, it was recently extended to the multi-
dimensional case in a simple and canonic way [11, 10]. The generalized DP requires a property of local dependency given
by a Markov random field model.

Markov fields are based on a graph structure which nodes are called sites and in practice usually correspond to the image
pixels. Edges of the graph define the neighborhood system: two nodes ��������� �

�
	�����
are neighbors if they are directly

linked together with an edge. In a Markovian context, the neighborhood system is usually described in terms of cliques: a
clique is either a singleton or a subset of S in which every element is a neighbor of all the other elements [6]. Each site ������� �
is associated with a random variable ������� ��� with values in a discrete or a continuous space. If � ��� � is the set of sites which
are neighbors of s, the local dependency assumption is expressed as:

! ���#"%$ �'&)(*� " � �,+ ! �-�#"%$ �/./� " � �)0 (1)

If 12� and 1 � make a partition of an image I, the common boundary between 13� and 1 � can be defined as the sites that
belong to a clique which contains elements from 14� and 1 � (Figure 2). Consequently, the 1
� - 1 � dependency holds only
for the 15� - 1 � boundary pixels. To compute the optimal configuration, instead of exploring all the possible configurations
(� ��6 configurations), only the optimal configuration of each region 1 � and 1 � has to be found for each configuration of the
boundary. After ��� iterations, the complexity of the algorithm decreases to � 0 ��� � [10] with no loss of optimality.

3. Hidden Markov Random Fields and 2D Dynamic Programming

Markov Random Fields models are widely used in the field of image processing and computer vision mostly for applications
like debluring, restoration, spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal segmentation or recognition [6, 4, 9]. The recognition
procedures are achieved either by Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) [3], which is sub-optimal, or by simulated annealing
[9], whose convergence is very slow.

3.1. The general framework

The aim of the algorithm is to find the maximum a posteriori (MAP) of � , i.e. the best configuration 7� that maximizes the
posterior probability of � + 7� given the observation 8 :

7� +:9�;�<,=>9%?@BADC ! �-�E$ 8 �F+�9D;�<,=>9�?@BADC ! ��8G$ � � ! ��� �)0 (2)
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Figure 2: 2D Dynamic Programming: regions and the common boundary of 13� and 1 � defined as pixels belonging to a
clique of order 2 with one element in 1 � and one element in 1 �

Figure 3: Clique types of the first order neighborhood

The term
! ��8G$ � � in (2) is the marginal conditional distribution of 8 given the label � (see in (4.3.2)) and

! ��� � denotes
the probability law for which transition probabilities will be computed.

In this paper, sites of the MRF are image pixels and cliques are associated with the four nearest neighbors as shown in
Figure 3. The Markov property on the conditional probabilities of states reduces the global model to a local one:

! �-� ��� � $ �'&)(*����� ��� �F+ ! ��� ��� � $ � ��� � � � � � � � � � � � � ��� ��� ��� � ��� � � � �)0 (3)

The Hammersley-Clifford theorem states that a MRF with the positivity property is equivalent to a Gibbs distribution in
which the probability of one configuration is expressed as:

! �-� �,+����� ?
	 ��� 
��A�� � � �-�

��� � (4)

where � is the set of cliques and � is the potential function associated with this set. The normalization constant Z is unknown
from a practical point of view.

In addition to the Markov property, the observed random variables given the labels are assumed to be conditionally



independent: ! ���>$ � �F+��
� ��� ���
! ��8 � � $ � � � �)0 (5)

3.2. Transition probabilities

Let us define the interaction functions ��� , � � , � � and ��� as

��� ���
	 � ��� �,+ !� ���
��	 �! �-��	 � ! ����� �

� � ��� 	 � � � �,+ !  � 	
��� �! �-��	 � ! ����� �

� � ���
	 � ��� �,+ !� � � � 	 �! �-��	 � ! ����� �
� � ��� 	 � � � �,+ !  ��	 ��� �! �-��	 � ! ����� � �

(6)

where !� ���
� 	 � + ! �-� ����� ��� + � � � �F��� � � � ��� + � 	 �)0 (7)

These interaction terms can be interpreted as a mutual information [7], which would be oriented. The set of cliques � is
defined as:

� + � ��� � ��� � � (8)

where,

��� +�� ����� � � � ��� � ��� � ��� � ����� � (9)

� � +�� � ������� � � ����� � � � � � � ��� � ��� � � � ��� � ����� � (10)

� �
+�� � ������� � � ������� � � � � � ��� � ��� � �!� � �"� � �#� 0 (11)

Then, potentials � � can be defined as:

� � �-� �,+

$%%%%%%%%%%& %%%%%%%%%%'
�)(�8+* � ! �-��	 ��� if , 	 ��� with , + ������� � and ��	 + � ��� �
�)(�8+* �����D���
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�
	 + � ��� � � � 0
(12)

These potentials are stored in a .  . transition matrix � where . is the number of states of the model and the related
coefficients are: � ������� � �0/ �,+ �1	 �-� � � � � � � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� �
2 � / �"3 0 (13)



3.3. Potential function

By taking the logarithm of
! ��8G$ � � ! ��� � and removing the normalization constant

�
, the potential function � �-� � is introduced

and expressed as:
� ��� �,+ 

����� ��� ����� < � ! ��8 � � $ � � � � � � 
��A�� � � ���

� � (14)

and the problem is to minimize this potential:

7� +:9�;�<,=����@BADC �>�-� �)0 (15)

The key property of this potential is that it is the summation of local terms. If the image is divided into two regions 1 �
and 1 � of configurations � � and � � , the optimal configuration can be written as:

7� +�9D;�< =����
� @
	 � @ 6 � ADC�	�GC 6

� �F7�,� � �B�-�,� � � � � � �F7� � � � (16)

where � �,7�/� � and � �,7� �
�

are computed for the pixels which do not belong to the boundary and �B�-����� � � � is computed only
on the boundary. This is an iterative process so that it can be started with regions of one pixel, the regions being successively
merged until to recover the whole image with a single region. At each step, only the best configuration for each possible
configuration of the boundary is kept so that the optimal configuration is guaranteed to be reached.

3.4. Merging procedure

The principle of the 2D DP algorithm as explained in section 2 can be summarized here for any type of merging case. Every
region has one list of possible configurations and each of these configurations has one likelihood value. In practice, pruning
limits the number of possible configurations.

� Merging two pixels: each pixel is attached to a list of possible configurations associated to a corresponding likelihood.
The resulting region is attached to a new list of possible configurations associated to a corresponding likelihood which
is the sum of the likelihood of the pixels and of the interaction term � (Figure 4).

� Merging two regions: each region 1
� and 1 � is attached to a list of possible configurations associated to a corre-
sponding likelihood. The resulting region 1 � � 1 � is attached to a new list of possible configurations associated to
a corresponding likelihood which is the sum of the likelihood of the regions 1 � and 1 � and of the interaction terms� (Figure 5). These interaction terms are computed on the common boundary as expressed in section 2 and each
configuration of the boundary is associated to a unique configuration of the interior pixels.

2D DP is very general and can be applied to any task that can be handled with a MRF such as image segmentation or
restoration. It is now applied to handwriting recognition.

4. Application to handwriting recognition

In this section, we describe the database used, the general approach to handle with model learning and recognition, the tuning
of the parameters and finally, results of the evaluation are given.

4.1. Database

As a first test of this system, it has been applied on the MNIST 1 standard database composed with 70.000 images of digits
from the NIST database (Figure 6) and divided into one train set and one test set. Specificities of this database are as follows:

� all images have the same size ( ���  ��� ),

� samples are centered and a white boundary is kept around the characters,

1http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist
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Figure 4: Merging two pixels: the resulting region is attached to a new list of possible configurations associated to a corre-
sponding likelihood which is the sum of the likelihood of the pixels and of the interaction term � .

� gray levels result from a normalization pre-processing,

� test set and train set have been written by different writers.

4.2. General approach

The aim of the algorithm is to segment one sample into regions related to the stroke structure of the character (extracted with
convenient features computed on the samples) and to compute the likelihood of that configuration which is supposed to be
the maximal one. To take into account the whole stroke structure of a letter, a 35-states-model is computed for each class and
it is expected to assign a configuration to the pixels which keeps a mesh structure (Figure 10). A rectangular ( �

��
) mesh

is used in order to be able to take into account all possible stroke structures, these values have been found to be the optimal
ones on our development set of samples extracted from the train set of the MNIST database.

The use of the 2D DP algorithm to a recognition task is required at two levels: a model learning one and a recognition
one. Each class of character (at least 10 classes for a digit recognition task) is associated to one hidden Markov random field
model computed with a learning procedure based on an EM approach and the recognition procedure utilizes these models to
compute scores of samples on models. The model that gives the highest score is then selected.

The structure of the learning and recognition algorithm are summarized:

� Learning Initialization: For each class, images of the train set are divided into a regular lattice of �
��

regions. Each
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Figure 5: Merging two regions: the resulting region 14� � 1 � is attached to a new list of possible configurations associated to
a corresponding likelihood which is the sum of the likelihood of the regions 13� and 1 � and of the interaction terms.

region is associated with one state and observation densities are derived with these pixels. The initial transition matrix
defined in Equation 13 is also computed by counting the transitions observed on those initial segmentations and deriving
the interaction terms as defined in Equation 6 (Figure 7).

� Learning Recursion: Each image of the train set is segmented with the 2D DP algorithm in order to maximize the a
priori probability. New parameters are then computed and the process is iterated until convergence of the likelihood
(Figure 8). For each iteration, the mesh structure is preserved because unlikely transition almost never occur so that
they remain unlikely.

� Recognition: The best configuration of an image is computed with each model with the 2D DP algorithm. The model
that gives the highest likelihood is then selected.

4.3. Algorithm tuning on development set

An important aspect of our experiment is that all optimization processes have been carried out only on a part of the train set,
and just one experiment was made on the test set. Consequently, optimization has not been carried out on test samples and
the result in terms of recognition rate should be valid for any real world data.



Figure 6: Samples from MNIST database

4.3.1 Feature extraction

The choice of the feature type used in handwriting recognition highly depends on the recognition procedure used by the
system. A few studies have been made on the discriminant power of features [2, 25] and on the choice of the feature set
[13]. Features can be divided into two classes: global and local features. Global features have been extensively described in a
survey paper [26] and are mainly focused on finding moments and invariants in the whole image. Local features are extracted
in windows around the pixels of the image. For isolated characters, cellular features are popular [14] to extract the stroke
structure. Markov chains based algorithms usually extract features in graphemes or pseudo-letters like loops, ascenders and
descenders and stroke junctions [8, 17].

The features we use are local spectral features. A Fast Fourier Transform is computed in a Gaussian window around each
pixel. The logarithm of the magnitude of the transform is computed and the first five coefficients are kept (Figure 9). The first
coefficient keeps the information on the energy of the window and the other four give the intensity in the four main directions
(Table 1). These coefficients are related to the Gabor features based on Gabor filters [16, 18].

4.3.2 Observation densities modeling

The observation vectors, computed as explained in 4.3.1 are modeled with a multi-Gaussian function.

! ��8 $ � �,+
�	�� � , 	 � ��8 ��� 	 � @ ��� 	 � @ � � (17)



Figure 7: Initialization: initial segmentation used for the computation of the initial parameters of the states.
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Interaction functions

Observation densities

Figure 8: Model learning: at each iteration, the model parameters are computed with the results of the previous iteration
before computing the 2D DP.

where
� ��� ���/� � � is the value in � of a Gaussian function of mean � and covariance matrix � (often a diagonal matrix) and

where �	�� � , 	 + � 0 (18)

There, the ,1	 , � 	 � @ and � 	 � @ are computed by performing an EM algorithm and iteratively adding Gaussian functions
until the confidence reaches a given threshold. This process is commonly used in speech recognition [15]. In practice, the
maximum number of Gaussian functions is set to � + � and the threshold in terms of likelihood is set to � 2 ��� . These values
usually give a good matching of the distribution with the real variation (Figure 11).

4.3.3 Pruning strategy

For each pixel, the 2D DP algorithm first assigns a likelihood value for each possible configuration of that pixel by using
the observation probability density before merging the pixels by adding these observation log-likelihoods with the interaction
terms as expressed in 14. The DP principle decreases the size of the searching space. However, it is still much too large to
be computationally tractable. Thus, a pruning strategy is introduced to keep, at each step of the computation, only the most
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Figure 9: Feature extraction process



Table 1: The local spectral features: 5 components for each pixel

Energy Vertical Horizontal First diagonal Second diagonal

probable configurations. This pruning strategy occurs each time two regions are merged and in two ways:

� the configurations for which the log-likelihood difference before and after the pixels are merged is over a threshold, are
cut,

� then, only a fixed number of different configurations for the boundary are kept.

This strategy is expected to prune only the configurations that would lead to non-optimal results because they are already
far from the most promising ones. In practice, the threshold chosen in terms of log-probability is set to 5000 and usually cuts
the configurations that would not preserve the mesh structure. The maximum number of configurations of the boundary kept
for each region is set to 30 which results of a compromise between the quality of the segmentation and the computing time.
In upcoming experiments, we are planing to focus on the influence of these parameters.

4.3.4 Merging policy

In order to compute the optimal configuration, a merging policy was chosen. To keep the mesh structure of the image
configuration, the pixels of the boundary of the whole image are assigned to the relevant state in a regular lattice and they are
computed first. Then pixels nearer to the center of the image are merged until only one region remains for the whole image.
Table 2 shows the most promising configuration at several steps of the merging process. Each grey level correspond to one of
the 35 states.

4.4. Results on test set

These very first experiments were carried out with a fixed number of iterations for the model computation. The convergence
of the models can be observed on the curves of the likelihood of the training samples on the Figure 12. Our actual results
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Figure 11: Histograms of training data and computed multi-Gaussian distribution.

show an error rate of 5.4 % on the whole test set of the MNIST database which is already close to the results reported in
the literature. We are expecting to improve this result with a more sophisticated feature extraction process and with further
studies on the pruning parameters.

5. Conclusion

A hidden Markov random field-based system for handwriting recognition has been presented. It is based on the 2D DP which
has been recently developed to compute the optimal configuration of a MRF in a reasonable computing time. The process
used to recognize digits with a MRF modeling has been explained and implementation issues and parameter selection have
been discussed. Performances obtained are already close to the standard-of-the-art one, but this technique is expected to be
really powerful for more complicated tasks such as cursive words recognition. 2D DP principle is expected to suit to each
stage of a document recognition task from the analysis of the page structure to the character level.



Table 2: Merging policy: the most probable configuration of the main region is represented. Pixels that have net been merged
with the main region yet are left in black.
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Figure 12: Convergence of the likelihood of four models: the average cost of the training data ( �)(�8+* � ! � ) is plotted against
the number of iterations in the model computation.
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